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PALLET SCALE
Product Number 2815

Trade, commerce and industry

>	 Ultra flat design
>	 Maintenance-free design
>	 Take the scale to the weighing 	

product
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PALLET SCALE
Product Number 2815

The Portable Pallet Scale 2815 can weigh directly on the loading 
ramp. This reduces loading and unloading times and frees up 
personnel. It's not the pallets that have to go to the scale, it's the 
other way round. The front has a handle for carrying, and castors 
are attached to the fork ends as standard.

Design
>	 Industry-standard	 steel construction, painted light grey, also in 		

stainless steel 1.4301; load cells also made of stainless steel, Protection 	
Class IP 68.

>	 6m measuring cable to connect the pallet scale to the indicator.
>	 Function for counting mass parts of identical weights.

Features

Indicators

Indicators
>	 The weighing platforms can be connected to all Soehnle Professional 	

indicators. Choose the best indicator for your application. The 		
indicators are listed in our catalogue.

Important: Three scales can be connected to Digital Indicator 2761 and 
3030 Program Terminal, even if the weighing range and divisions are 
different.

>	 Program Terminal 3030, Indicator 2761 and our Indicator 2790 are 		
equipped with piece count function as standard. 

>	 With lighter parts, it is recommended to connect an additional scale 	
(reference scale) with a smaller weighing range.

>	 Scale with 6m measuring cable (other cable lengths possible).

Scope of delivery
>	 Scale with 6m measuring cable (other cable lengths possible).

Options
>	 Weighing platform made of painted steel or stainless steel.
>	 Floor stand for the indicator made of painted steel or stainless steel.

Ordering information

Order Numbers		 Design		 Weighing Range	 Divisions		 Intrinsic Weight							

kg	 g 		 kg

2815.21.002	 Stainless steel	 600	 up to 300kg = 100g	 from 300kg = 200g	 55

2815.22.002	 Stainless steel	 1500	 up to 600kg = 200g	 from 600kg = 500g	 55

2815.11.002	 painted	 600	 up to 300kg = 100g	 from 300kg = 200g	 70

2815.12.002	 painted	 1500	 up to 600kg = 200g	 from 600kg = 500g	 70

2815.13.002	 painted	 2500	 up to 1500kg = 500g	 from 1500kg = 1000g	 70 


